Thanks for taking the time to review your relevant
sections of this report! Feel free to add comments via
Adobe Acrobat or the old-fashioned way: print
sections out, write comments and drop them off to me.

Background &
Recommendations Report

Sidney/SET,TINES is
located within the
traditional territory of
the W̱ SÁNEĆ People.
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Introduction
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WHAT IS AN OCP?
Imagine the Town of Sidney in 2050. What does it look like? Is it welcoming? Is it vibrant? Is
our community thriving? In order to achieve this vision, we need an overarching framework
to steer us towards that shared goal. The Official Community Plan is a guide to how we will
use our land and grow as a community over the next 20-30 years. It is the roadmap for our
collective path forward and sets a foundation for us to respond to the challenges of the
future and welcome new opportunities.
The OCP helps us to answer questions like:
•

•
•

What kinds of housing will you and
your neighbours need as Sidney grows
and changes? How do we ensure that
all residents have access to a variety
of suitable and affordable housing
options?
How will we be moving around
our community? What kinds of
transportation do we prioritize?
What does the Town look like? What
kinds of buildings are there?

•
•
•
•
•

How do we make space for more
people to live and play? Space for
businesses to thrive?
Where can we relax and socialize
where everyone is welcome and safe?
As the climate changes, how are we
adapting? What are we doing to lead
less carbon intensive lives?
Where do we plant trees and gardens?
How to we enhance our urban
ecology?
How will we protect and restore our
natural environment?

Other strategies and plans, like the Urban Forest Strategy and the Downtown Waterfront
Masterplan, fall under the umbrella of the overarching OCP. These documents are guided by
the broader vision to keep our community priorities and planning aligned across Sidney. The
OCP is also the strategic foundation for bylaws, which act as the regulatory tool to dictate
development procedures, zoning restrictions and building requirements.
At its core, the Town of Sidney’s OCP reflects what we care about and what we strive to be as
a community; it describes our community’s shared values. These values are directly reflected
in the Plan’s policies and programs and will guide decision-making into the future.

WHY ARE WE UPDATING THE OCP?
The Town of Sidney, situated in the
traditional territory of the W̱ SÁNEĆ
People, has a history of change, growth
and prosperity. Over time, our community
has undergone significant changes,
including major redevelopment, especially
in downtown. The most recent OCP was
adopted in 2007 and since that time many
new long-range plans, studies, and best
practices around housing, neighbourhoods,
environment, climate, and more have
been developed to guide different aspects
of Sidney. These more recent documents
will inform the updated OCP in order to
accurately reflect the broad needs, potential
gaps and dynamic aspirations of Sidney now
and in the future.
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While the 2007 OCP has served the
community well, it no longer reflects Sidney’s
context. Updating the Official Community
Plan will build on this solid foundation, and
create a relevant and coherent vision for the
community that embodies the values of our
friends, family and neighbours.
Living in Sidney, what brings us joy? What
makes life difficult? What do we care about
now? What might we care about in the
future? Having conversations with our
family, friends, neighbours -even those we
haven’t met yet - will help us discover what
the answers to these questions are and will
inform the updated OCP.

OCP UPDATE PROCESS
Part of this process involves reviewing the current OCP and agreeing on which elements to
preserve and which ones to revise.
Community members will be invited to participate in a fun and meaningful engagement
process over the eighteen months to shape the Official Community Plan. The process will
begin with visioning for Sidney, and identifying the issues, opportunities, and priorities for
the OCP. Then, we will do a deep dive into land use and other important topic areas for the
OCP, exploring options and scenarios to figure out how to achieve the community’s overall
vision and goals. Finally, we will draft a plan and gather feedback on it, before finalizing the
plan for Council’s consideration.
The process will progress through the four phases described below, each comprised of
specific activities and opportunities for engagement. In person engagement activities will
be conducted to comply with COVID-19 safety guidelines and online opportunities will be
available to minimize risk and provide a variety of ways for residents and others to engage.
Updating the OCP means thinking forward as a community about how we can preserve the
elements of the community that we love and make improvements to others. Together we
can create a plan that supports people, nature and our community today, and tomorrow.
Have your say on the future of Sidney!
Phase 1: Project Initiation & Background
Review
June 2020 – Sept 2020
In Phase 1, the process began with
stakeholder interviews, and background
research and analysis to set the foundation
for engagement and dialogue on key
directions for Sidney.
Phase 2: Explore Options
Sept 2020 – Feb 2021
In Phase 2, specific topics will be explored,
and key options and trade-offs will be
discussed. Phase 2 started with the public
launch. Upcoming events include a design
charrette, online survey, stakeholder
workshops and OCPizza Night Workbooks!
At the end of this phase we’ll write a Key
Directions report to keep you in the loop on
what we heard from engagement and key
policy directions for the OCP.

Project Initiation &
Background Review
JUN-SEPT 2020

Phase
1

Phase
2

Explore Options
SEPT 2020-FEB 2021

Draft the Plans
MAR-AUG 2021

Phase
3

Phase
4

Finalize the Plan
SEPT-DEC 2021

Phase 3: Draft the Plan
Mar 2021 – Aug 2021
In Phase 3, we’ll write the first draft of the
OCP. Through an open house and online
survey we’ll share key elements of the draft
OCP and make sure we’re on the right track.
Phase 4: Finalize the Plan
Sept 2021 – Dec 2021
In Phase 4, we’ll revise the OCP based on public
feedback, and present the OCP at a public
hearing for final consideration by Council.
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Sidney
Yesterday
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The W̱ SÁNEĆ People have lived on the
Saanich Peninsula for thousands of years.
Prior to European contact, they maintained
winter villages throughout the Region.
The language of the W̱ SÁNEĆ People is
SENĆOŦEN, and the site which the Town
of Sidney now sits on is called “SET,TINES”,
which means “chest sticking out,” in
reference to the way the land juts out into
the water. The area was used for launching
boats to travel to the Gulf Islands. The
W̱ SÁNEĆ People are saltwater people,
meaning the sea is very important to their
way of life.
In 1852, the Hudson’s Bay Company obtained
two large tracts of forested land from the
W̱ SÁNEĆ People. The area was then roughly
surveyed by Joseph D. Pemberton, becoming
known as North and South Saanich Districts.
The first European settlers to make residence
at North Saanich were John and Mark Coles
in 1857.
Within a few months after the advent of the
Fraser River gold rush excitement in April
1858, the majority of the North Saanich
District was spoken for by gold miners,
settlers, and speculators. Among them were
William and Charles Reay, Donald Fraser,
William Booth, and Octavius Ommaney, who
purchased land which is now part of the
Town of Sidney.
Some debate has arisen over the bestowing
of the name of Sidney in the area. There is
little doubt that Sidney Island (previously
known as Sallas Island) and Sidney Channel
were re-named after Lieutenant Frederick
William Sidney (later Captain) who was a
member of the Hydrographic Service of the
Royal Navy. The question is who bestowed
his name on the Island. Traditionally it has
been believed that Captain George Henry
Richards, of the H.M.S. Plumper, a friend and
colleague of Lt. Sidney, named them after
charting the area in 1859.
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Alternatively, the British Admiralty state
that their findings show that Captain Henry
Kellet, in command of the H.M.S. Herald,
with its tender the H.M.S. Pandora, under
the command of Lt. Com. James Wood,
had conducted surveys in the area during
1846 to 1848, and that there is “very little
doubt” they were responsible for re-naming
the Island. Until recently, this view was
received with reservation, as no undeniable
supportive evidence was provided. With
the locating of the Admiralty Chart of 1847
(printed 1850), there is now no question
that the name change from Sallas Island to
Sidney Island occurred many years previous
to Captain Richards arrival in the area
In 1891, fifty acres of land owned by the
Brethour family was subdivided in lots and
registered as the Township of Sidney. By the
close of 1892, there was a general store, a
post office, a boat building shop, and a hotel.
The name “Sidney” apparently came about
when Julius Brethour, who became the first
president of the Victoria and Sidney Railway,
was asked the question concerning a name
for the site. “Brethour, looking across the
water from the rude settlement, saw Sidney
Island directly opposite, ‘It will be called
Sidney’, said Mr. Brethour.” Sidney continued
to grow as pioneer families moved into the
area and businesses flourished.
Transportation played a major role in the
success of the Peninsula, with rail and sea
links to Victoria and the Mainland, and more
recently with Victoria International Airport
established on the border of Sidney. Sidney
was incorporated as a village on September
30th, 1952, has enjoyed steady growth, and
now boasts a population in excess of 11,600*
residents (*2016 Census).

Sidney
Today
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To better understand what lies ahead in Sidney’s future, it’s important to know what it
looks like and how it functions today. This section is meant to paint a picture of the current
conditions that shape Sidney as we know it. It provides a baseline community profile and
then summarizes important data and information related to major topics that will be the
focus of the Official Community Plan update process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Context
Land Use & Urban Design
Local Area Plans
Community Profile
Housing & Affordability
Natural Systems & Parks
Climate Action & Adaptation
Transportation & Getting Around
Built Infrastructure

Much of the data is taken from the 2016 Census and supplemented from other data sources
to provide as accurate picture as is possible.
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REGIONAL CONTEXT
REGIONAL GROWTH STRATEGY
Sidney is part of the Capital Regional District (CRD) that is comprised of 13 municipalities
and three electoral areas. The CRD has adopted a Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) for the
region. An RGS expresses how communities will work together to enhance regional quality
of life and social wellbeing. The RGS includes population, dwelling unit, and employment
projections, an urban containment boundary, and a growth management concept that
outlines large centres and smaller community nodes for the region.
The Capital Regional District (CRD) Regional Growth Strategy is a vision for the future of the
capital region, guiding decisions on regional issues such as transportation, population growth
and settlement patterns. The RGS promotes the long term livability of the region with policy
intended to enhance social, economic and environmental performance. The current RGS was
adopted in 2018.

VISION
In 2038, Capital Regional District residents enjoy a healthy and rewarding quality of life.
We have a vital economy, livable communities and steward our environment and natural
resources with care. Our choices reflect our commitment to collective action on climate
change.

OBJECTIVES
The CRD RGS has ten objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significantly reduce community-based greenhouse gas emissions;
Keep urban settlement compact;
Protect the integrity of rural communities;
Protect, conserve and manage ecosystem health;
Deliver services consistent with RGS objectives;
Create safe and complete communities;
Improve housing affordability;
Increase transportation choice;
Strengthen the regional economy; and,
Foster a resilient food and agriculture system.
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SIDNEY IS A SUB-REGIONAL NODE
The CRD RGS includes an Urban Containment Policy Area. This is meant to keep urban areas
compact and to keep growth largely contained within its boundaries.
The aim of keeping urban settlement compact is to concentrate growth within a firm Urban
Containment Policy Area Boundary that will over time result in the creation of centres and
connecting corridors that can be effectively served by express-bus transit.
Within the Urban Containment Policy Area three types of urban centres are described:
•
•
•

Node: Local employment, commercial and community services.
Sub-Regional Node: Development supports the area as a sub-regional employment,
commercial and community destination. It serves as a commuter destination from
within the sub-region.
Metropolitan Core: Development supports the area as a regional employment,
business and cultural destination. It serves as a commuter destination from all parts of
the region.

The Town of Sidney contains most of the Urban Containment Policy Area for the Saanich
Peninsula. Downtown Sidney is a sub-regional node, and serves the Saanich Peninsula as an
employment, commercial, and community destination.

MAP 3(B): SETTLEMENT CONCEPT – DETAIL

2018 CRD Regional Growth Strategy

17
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LAND USE AND URBAN
DESIGN
SIDNEY’S CURRENT OCP AND ZONING BYLAW
Sidney’s current Official Community Plan (OCP) was written in 2007. It includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Background and community context;
Vision statement and planning
principles;
Growth projections;
Regional Context Statement;
Objectives and policies for a variety
of topics, including parks, public
open space and leisure facilities,
environment and climate action,
culture, heritage, transportation, and
infrastructure and services;

•
•
•

Objectives and policies for land use
designations;
Development Permit Area Guidelines,
including for form and character and
environmentally sensitive areas; and
Downtown/Downtown Waterfront
Local Area Plan and West Side Local
Area Plan as Schedules.

VISION
The overall vision of the Town of Sidney is of a balanced, vibrant waterfront community with
a revitalized town centre, which caters to residents, visitors and businesses through the
provision of a broad range of services including: efficient transportation, tourist amenities
and cultural and social activities for all segments of the community, while affording optimal
opportunities for industrial and commercial development.

PLANNING PRINCIPLES
Inherent to Sidney’s Official Community Plan and the policies contained within are several
key planning principles that help guide and provide direction on land management issues
within the community. These principles are:
•
•
•

Public Consultation
Smart Growth
Attainable Housing

•
•
•

Environmental Commitment
Economic Development
Community Commitment
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OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
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BUILT FORM EXAMPLES IN SIDNEY
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ZONING MAP
In an OCP, each property is given a “land use designation” (as in the map on p. 15). This
determines what the future use and density would be if the property were to be rezoned.
A property’s zone, as determined by the Zoning Bylaw, is different. It describes what kind
of building already exists or what a landowner is entitled to build. A zone typically contains
regulation related to building design, setbacks, heights, and specific uses.

Zoning Map

The updated OCP will not change the zoning, but the current zoning is provided here for
information.
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GAPS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The Town’s current OCP has provided many years of consistent policy direction to Council,
staff and the community, and there are still many aspects of the document that will be
valuable to retain, refine and further develop. It provides a strong foundation for an updated
OCP that will include an increased depth and revision in several key policy areas.

Revised Requirements and Abilities
Since the current OCP has been created, there are now some additional requirements and
abilities for municipalities contained within the Local Government Act. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Requirement to include greenhouse gas emission (GHG) reduction targets and
supporting policies;
Ability to create Development Permit Areas for GHG reduction, water conservation,
and energy conservation;
Requirement to consider Housing Needs Assessments when developing OCPs;
Requirement to include housing policies respecting affordable housing, rental housing,
and special needs housing; and
Ability to zone areas for residential rental tenure.

All of these represent opportunities for the update of the OCP.

Integrate Climate Action
The current OCP does include GHG emission reduction targets, however, a climate action
lens is not woven through the entire OCP. As a result, the supporting climate action policies
are relatively weak.
In addition, Sidney’s Council recently (2019) passed a resolution acknowledging the climate
emergency and the need for action. The Town’s Strategic Plan has committed to “apply a
climate action lens to all capital projects” as well as the OCP.
Applying a climate action lens to the OCP is a major opportunity, particularly as land use and
transportation – and the intersections between the two - are major components of an OCP
and significantly impact GHG emissions.

Action on Housing Affordability
The current OCP does incorporate policy on ‘Residential Lands’, including ‘Inclusive and
Attainable Housing’, but could be strengthened. Since the current OCP was adopted, housing
attainability and affordability have become a key issue across the CRD. The Town has recently
completed a Housing Needs Report, which provides context and information on the type and
location of housing needed in the community over the next several years.
The OCP update can include additional policies to support support greater affordability
and diversity of housing, including for below-market, near-market and market rental. This
includes the opportunity to explore additional tools, such as residential rental tenure zoning,
reviewing density bonus provisions, incentives for affordability, and other requirements.

Making the Link Between Development and Amenities Clear
In Sidney, as in other communities, development contributes to greater community
amenities and other benefits, including through the use of Sidney’s Bonus Density and
Community Amenity Contributions Policy. However, this link is not overly clear in the current
OCP. The update can make this link more clear, as well as facilitating a conversation on what
types of amenities and forms of development are valued.
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Strengthening Environmental Policies

A Regional Perspective

There is a major opportunity for strengthening
the environmental policy and Development
Permit Area Guidelines for Environmentally
Sensitive Areas (ESAs). The current policies are
fairly general in nature, and do not provide
much concrete guidance to property owners or
developers active in ESAs.

The current OCP does show the core of
Sidney as a designated sub-regional node
in the CRD Regional Growth Strategy.
However, more could be done to show
the role of Sidney within the Saanich
Peninsula, including as a service centre and
environmental connections.

In addition, more modern environmental
policies and strategies (e.g., Integrated Storm
Water Management, Municipal Natural Asset
Management, and green infrastructure) are
not included in the current OCP and can be
explored.

Considering Distance to Daily Needs

Focus on Sustainable Transportation
The transportation policies in the current
OCP are focused primarily on vehicle
movement. The updated OCP can lay the
groundwork and direction to focus on more
sustainable forms of transportation. This will
be supported through land use, and prepare
the Town for an Active Transportation Plan.

The core of Sidney is very walkable and
rollable, as it is close to many daily needs
and amenities, and has a connected grid
street pattern. Moving away from the core –
including north and south Sidney – there are
fewer daily needs and amenities close by. The
update could consider certain locations where
daily needs (such as a grocery store) could
locate in north and south Sidney. In addition,
the current OCP limits “neighbourhood
commercial” units to 200 m2 (2,150 square
feet) per unit, which severely limits the
type of use of these commercial units. For
example, that size is too small for a grocery
store larger than a corner store.
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Level of Regulation

Re-Design for Usability

The current OCP does not provide clear
“regulatory” language. That is, it frequently
uses language such as “encourage” or
“support”, provides a high level of policy
direction, and often allows flexibility in
its policies. It lacks regulatory “teeth” in
some areas, and does not provide clear
implementation direction for the Town in
other areas.

The current OCP could be redesigned for
usability, including the ease of a resident,
business owner, or other person to
understand the OCP. This can include such
factors as:

While OCPs can vary in level of direction and
regulatory control, the update of the OCP
can include a conversation with residents,
key stakeholders, Town staff, and Council on
the level of direction and regulatory control
that is desired by the OCP.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Outlining the “big moves” and key
directions of the OCP up front;
Using design and colour to provide
“wayfinding” through the document;
Using headings to increase the “scanability” of the document;
Using accessible language that avoids
technical jargon;
A design that facilitates digital and
online use (e.g., linked table of
contents);
Using photos, diagrams, and
illustrations where appropriate; and
Including maps within relevant
sections (e.g., land use designations).

LOCAL AREA PLANS
Sidney has two Local Area Plans (Westside Local Area Plan and Downtown Local Area Plan)
and a Waterfront Vision. Local Area Plans provide more specific direction than the OCP for
a local area within Sidney, and include visions for the area, key strategies, objectives and
policies for that area.

WESTSIDE LOCAL AREA PLAN
The Westside Local Area Plan provides detailed policies and recommendations to guide the
future of the West Side neighbourhood over the next 30 years. The primary focus of the plan
is on future transportation infrastructure and land use in the area.

VISION
In 2037, the West Side is a bustling, innovation district with a thriving industrial and hightech economy. While its heart is the employment-generating activity, the area is most
recognizable by its pioneering mixed use village – which provides hundreds of attainable
and workforce housing units and acts as a platform for local high-tech and light industrial
startups.
The West Side Innovation District has a strong sense of place, highlighted by cohesive, multifunctional, and low-impact street design. This identity is most strongly characterized by the
network of shared streets, greenways, and parks found in the mixed use village, which create
a series of welcoming pedestrian places. As a result, a range of people – employees, business
owners, families, and retirees – are happy to call the area ‘home’.
The new pedestrian overpass, north of Beacon Avenue, has strengthened the connection
between downtown Sidney and the West Side. In turn, the creative mix of industry, housing,
and design draws other Sidney residents and even tourists to visit the West Side – to enjoy,
explore, and discover.
In 2037, the West Side is a renowned precedent of mixed use development and protection of
employment lands.
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6 KEY CHANGES IN THE WEST SIDE LOCAL AREA PLAN
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A conceptual interpretation of the future Village area in the Westside Local Area Plan - showing a pedestrianpriority shared street typology, overheight ground floors accommodating light industrial uses, new green spaces
and pedestrian connections, and integrated stormwater elements.

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING DIRECTIONS
There are eight neighourhood planning directions identified in the Plan:
1. Maintain and enhance the existing
industrial activities on the West Side
The West Side is an economic hub for
Sidney, and the LAP should add to –
rather than take away – from this.
2. Enhance Galaran Road for pedestrians
while not restricting truck movement
Galaran Road is seen as the future
gateway to the neighbourhood, as well
as the key interface between residential
and industrial uses. Sidewalks would
be a starting point to a safer and more
livable area.
3. Enhance the safety and efficiency of
truck routes and access points
Improved safety and better truck routing
helps everyone and allows streets on the
West Side better serve all uses.
4. Develop a convenient and connected
active transportation network –
including an enhanced path along
Highway 17
In the short-term, create pedestrian
amenities on all West Side streets while
establishing clear cycling routes. Over
time, look to improve transit options.
5. Improve the convenience and
availability of multi-modal highway
crossings (e.g., pedestrian overpasses)
The highway segregates the West
Side from the majority of Sidney. One
or more new pedestrian overpasses

would not only increase the likelihood
of walking/cycling in the area but also
improve safety for all.
6. Develop a strong sense of place and a
clear identity for the West Side
The West Side is already a distinct and
notable district within greater Sidney;
however, more can be done to better
establish its unique character and
establish a ‘brand’ identity for this area
beyond “West Sidney Business Park”.
7. Utilize innovative street infrastructure
that integrates beautification,
stormwater management, parking
needs, and pedestrian safety and
convenience
West Side streets can continue to meet
the needs of businesses and employees,
while improving pedestrian safety,
beautifying the area, and improving
stormwater management capacity.
8. Develop a clear vision for the future
of the existing residential area as an
innovative mixed use village that meets
the goals of the neighbourhood and
serves the community in the long-term
The existing residential area of the
West Side is designated for Industrial
in the Official Community Plan. This
designation was reconsidered through
this process and a clear vision was
developed.
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DOWNTOWN LOCAL AREA PLAN
Adopted in 2008, the Downtown Local Area Plan was a plan to renew Sidney’s downtown
and downtown waterfront area. It envisions the Downtown area as a vibrant and sustainable
community where people can live, work and play.
The core pillars of the Plan are Land, Movement and Built Form. Success is aniticipated to be
achieved through appropriate urban form and design, enhanced community amenities and
spaces, and integrated streets that encourage multi-modal transportation.
Sidney has a strong connection to the waterfront that the Plan aims to maintain as a core
element to be preserved and enhanced.

KEY GOALS
The Downtown Local Area Plan contains several key goals:
1. Facilitate the development of Sidney’s
downtown / downtown waterfront
areas as a vibrant and sustainable
community where people can live,
work and play;
2. Promote an improved urban form by
applying the principles of exceptional
urban design, providing enhanced
building frontages, integrated streets,
squares and parks and establishing
intensive day and night time uses;
3. Strengthen and diversify the local
economy through the support of local
business;

4. Encourage the provision of
appropriate community and cultural
facilities to enhance the character and
diversity of the downtown;
5. Provide high quality civic spaces
within the downtown and establish
enhanced linkages to the waterfront;
and
6. Ensure that buildings are
appropriately scaled according to
their setting and combined with a
proper network of streets, squares
and civic spaces that enhance the
downtown.

HIGH-LEVEL STRATEGIES
The following high-level strategies illustrate the direction forward advised by the Downtown
Local Area Plan:
•
•
•
•

Encourage mixed-use development;
Establish significant residential
density in the downtown core;
Promote the development of a range
of housing options to meet the needs
of all income levels;
Encourage ground-level retail
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•

frontages predominantly dedicated to
small, local businesses; and
Ensure a variety of public, outdoor
gathering spaces to promote
community connection, especially
along the waterfront.

3.2.4

Integrate waterfront uses that will connect the waterfront to the downtown.

3.2.5

Concentrate densities in the downtown in a sustainable manner in close proximity to services.

3.2.6

Establish a range of residential uses to ensure diversity of choice and to bring people and activity to the area.
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OPPORTUNITY SITES
The Plan identified five “opportunity sites” where future redevelopment presents an
opportunity for significant positive change. These sites could be considered catalysts for
further redevelopment. The five sites are:
•
•
•
•

Memorial Park Society Land
Fifth/Seventh Street Block South
Third/Fourth Street Block North
Seaport Place Lands - Ease and West
Sides
Beacon Wharf/Waterfront Plaza

6.0 Opportunity Sites
•

3

4
5

2
1
This section identifies sites within the study area that have been selected through the charrette process for their
unique features, and where future redevelopment presents a positive opportunity for significant change. These
sites, if developed, could be considered as catalysts for further redevelopment. The five opportunity sites are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Memorial Park Society Land (South of MWC)
Fifth / Seventh Street Block South
Third / Fourth Street Block North
Seaport Place Lands – East and West sides
Beacon Wharf / Waterfront Plaza

47
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DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT VISION
The Downtown Waterfront Vision is meant to inform future investment and decision-making
through recommendations, implementation strategy, and conceptual designs.

VISION
In 2032, the Downtown Waterfront is the central attraction of a bustling sea-side district. The
core of this area, a new Waterfront Plaza, re-imagined Beacon Wharf, and landmark public
building, marks the most visited and recognizable public space in Sidney.
In summer, visitors flock here for markets, concerts, and simpler pleasures – walking, sitting,
staying. In winter, they come to experience the views and the elements, to walk with a hot
drink in hand or take part in seasonal festivities.
Year round, children seek out Sidney with a sense of discovery – exploring the cascade block
steps and playful art installments, searching for treasure on the restored Glass Beach, and
testing themselves on new playscapes.
Tourists arrive – by bike, car, bus, boat – ready to shop downtown and connect with the
ocean. They walk, they kayak, they sit, they stay, they sail, they eat, they play.

Preferred Vision: Concept Illustration

The young and old, local and visitor, come to the Downtown Waterfront for its scenic beauty,
authenticity, and year-round vibrancy.

WATERFRONT PLANNING AND DESIGN DIRECTIONS
1. Regard the study area as a destination rather than a thoroughfare
2. Preserve and enhance Beacon Wharf as a key public space
3. Restore and enhance Glass Beach as a central component of the area
4. Create a well-defined network of places for ‘staying’ activities
5. Use a cohesive design approach to create an authentic sense of place
6. Integrate form and function to bring elements of play and discovery
7. Allow select commercial activities that enhance the area
8. Create adaptable and multi-use spaces and structures
9. Recognize and celebrate the area’s culture and heritage
10. Welcome people of all ages and abilities

Looking northwest toward the revitalized Downtown Waterfront in 2032.
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A physical, social, and economic environment
that can withstand impacts and change while
continuing to flourish.
PRINCIPLES

Resiliency

Connect:
•
•
•
•

To the water
From the water
To history and culture
To each other

SIDNEY DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT VISION

Attract:

SIDNEY DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT VISION

•
•
•
•

All ages and abilities
Locals and visitors
People, day and night
All modes
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Adapt:
•
•
•
•

To all weather
To natural forces
To different uses and
seasons
21
To climate change and
sea level rise

COMMUNITY PROFILE
COMMUNITY SNAPSHOT

11,672

4.4%

RESIDENTS (2016)

POPULATION INCREASE
(2011-2016)

$64,000

46.1%

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD
INCOME

EMPLOYMENT RATE

60.4

MEDIAN AGE

4,730

LABOUR FORCE

COMMUNITY PROFILE
SIDNEY HAS GROWN SLOWER THAN THE CRD

As of 2016, the seaside Town of Sidney was
home to over 11,600 people. According
to the 2016 Census, the population has
seen only modest growth over the past
few years, with a 4.4% increase since 2011,
less than the 6.5% increase of the Capital
Regional District (CRD). Population growth
in Sidney surpassed that of neighbouring

North Saanich, which boasts a similarly sized
population, but saw a 1.4% decline from
2011 to 2016. The largest age group by far
is those aged 65 years or older, with the
median age in Sidney of 59.8, which is older
than the median age in North Saanich (56.2)
and the CRD (45.5).
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SIDNEY IS AN AGING COMMUNITY

Recent demographic trends show that
Sidney is an aging community: 39 percent
of residents are 65 years of age and over,
compared to 20 percent in CRD. Only 21
percent of the households in the community
are families with children, compared
to 26 percent in the CRD. One- or twoperson households make up a very high
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percentage of the community (80 percent
of households). These statistics indicate
that Sidney is highly attractive for older
households of retirement age. However, they
may also indicate that housing for younger
individuals and families may not be available
or affordable, which will impact the diversity
and vibrancy of the community.

HOUSEHOLDS ARE BECOMING SMALLER

Between 2006 and 2016, the number of
households grew faster than the population
overall, by 11 percent compared to 5
percent, respectively. Changes from 2006
to 2016 show that the number of one- and

two-person households increased slightly
(from 77 percent in 2006 to 80 percent in
2016), while the number of three-or-moreperson households decreased slightly (from
22 percent in 2006 to 20 percent in 2016).

INCOME OF RENTERS IS MUCH LOWER THAN HOMEOWNERS

The median total income (before tax) in
Sidney is $63,840 per year and has been
rising since 2001. This is below the CRD
median income of $69,665 per year. There
is a diversity of income earners in Sidney,
ranging from under $10,000 per year to over
$200,000.
Renter households generally have much
lower median household incomes than
owner households--$47,939 versus

$69,489, respectively. The difference in
income levels based on tenure helps to
illuminate affordability differences for
owners and renters, as well as barriers to
homeownership.
Individuals living alone and lone-parent
families have the lowest median income
households in Sidney, $39,347 and $59,520
respectively.
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SIDNEY HAS LOW UNEMPLOYMENT AND PARTICIPATION RATES

Sidney has a low unemployment rate,
compared to the CRD, of 4.3 percent. From
2001 to 2016, the employment rate in Sidney
has declined from 49.1% to 46.1%, dropping
it below the rate for North Saanich (52.6%)
and the CRD (60.2%). The participation rate

in Sidney has also been in decline over the
past 15 years at an average rate of 0.27% per
year, landing at 48.2% for 2016.

Employment in Sidney spans a wide variety
of industries, with a large proportion of
the labour force in health care (14.5%),
retail (12.7%), accommodation (9.5%) and
transportation (8.9%) industries. Utilities,
mining and management have the lowest
levels of labour.

(16.4%), trades and transportation (14.3%),
and education, law and government (11.4%).
The least employed occupation is natural
resources.

By occupation, Sidney residents who work
are most likely to be employed in sales
and services (27.7%), business and finance
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Based on Sidney’s age demographics, it is
expected that the low participation rate is
due to a high number of retirees.

Of the total population aged 15 and over,
56% worked either part time and/or part
year, or full year, full time in the reference
year, on par with the 59% respective to
North Saanich and slightly less than 67%
average in the CRD.

SIDNEY HAS SEVERAL CENTRES OF HIGHER POPULATION DENSITY
The area north of Beacon Ave is the population “core” of Sidney with the highest population
density. There are other “cores” at the north end of Sidney and at Summergate Village.
Summergate Village, in southwest Sidney, shows as hafving a very high population density.
However, while it does have a significant form, the level of density is due to a quirk in the
data, as its entire population is shown as living at a single point on the property.
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HOUSING AND
AFFORDABILITY
HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The Housing Needs Assessment was
published in 2019 to better understand
and address the housing challenges faced
by those in Sidney. In an area with a
predominantly retirement-aged population,
topics such as aging in place and senior
housing are important to community
members, as well as affordability,
transportation and the future needs of a
changing demographic.
Key housing indicators include adequate
housing (not requiring any major repairs),
affordable housing (costs less than 30% of
total before-tax household income) and
suitable housing (enough bedrooms for the
size and composition of resident households
according to National Occupancy Standard
(NOS) requirements).

Some of the key findings from the housing
profile and recommended strategies in the
Housing Needs Assessment are below.
Note that the Housing Needs Assessment
relied heavily on the Statistics Canada
Census completed in 2016. Since the census,
housing costs (rent and ownership costs)
have risen and the rental vacancy rate has
fallen to close to zero percent. Based on this,
it is likely that affordability indicators have
worsened in recent years.

To ensure adequate, suitable and affordable
housing options, the Assessment outlines
three major strategies:
•
•
•

Strengthen policies and regulations to
prioritize needed housing types
Strengthen incentives for non-profit
and private developers
Develop and strengthen partnerships
and coordination
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SIDNEY HAS A RELATIVELY DIVERSE HOUSING STOCK

Sidney has 5,605 dwellings and a diverse
housing stock compared to other
communities of its size. Compared to the
CRD where 42 percent of the housing stock
is comprised of single-detached homes, 35
percent of Sidney’s housing stock is singledetached homes. Sidney also has a higher

proportion of ground oriented multi-family
dwellings (apartments with fewer than five
storeys, duplexes, rowhouses, and semidetached houses) at 62 percent of the
housing stock than the CRD (51 percent of
the housing stock).

SIDNEY EXPERIENCED A BUILDING BOOM DURING 1960-1990

The housing stock in Sidney is slightly newer
than the CRD in general, with only 8 percent
of homes (435) built in 1960 or earlier. The
number of new homes constructed slowed
after 2001, compared to previous decades, in
Sidney and in the CRD, as shown in the graph
above. Between 2016 and 2018, BC Housing
identified that approximately 311 new homes
were built in Sidney. Most of these were
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multi-unit dwellings (211 units), followed by
single-detached houses (100 units). According
to the Town, approximately 450 new units
have been approved, and are expected to be
built in the near future.

PROPORTION OF RENTERS TO OWNERS HAS BEEN STABLE

Sidney has a high homeownership rate with
76 percent of households owning their home,
compared to 63 percent of households across
the CRD. However, renters still make up a
significant portion of the community: 24
percent, or 1,355 households. The ratio of
owners to renter households has remained
relatively stable over the past three Census
periods (2006, 2011, and 2016).

Of the 1,355 renter households in Sidney,
seven percent (89 households) live in
subsidized housing. This proportion is lower
than the CRD where 12 percent of renter
households live in subsidized housing. This is
likely due to proportionally fewer subsidized
(non-market) housing options in Sidney.

SIDNEY HAS MANY LARGER HOMES DESPITE SMALL HOUSEHOLD SIZES

Dwellings in Sidney have typically been homes
built to accommodate larger families: 44%
of homes (2,455) have 3 or more bedrooms.
However, only 1,315 households (20 percent)
have 3 or more persons, compared to 4,465
households (80 percent) that are only one or
two persons. This may point to a few trends:
•

Because of the older population in
Sidney, there are many households that
are likely aging in place and living in
homes that once served larger families
but now only serve one or two people.
Some of these households may be
interested in downsizing.

•
•

Some of the larger homes are likely
used by multiple singles living
together as roommates.
The high cost of housing may be
pricing out households with children
who would have historically lived in
larger homes.

Sidney has a similar distribution of home
sizes to the CRD, except when it comes to
two-bedroom dwellings where Sidney has a
far higher proportion (41 percent compared
to 29 percent in the CRD). This may reflect
the needs of a higher proportion of seniors
who have downsized from larger homes.
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THE COST OF HOMEOWNERSHIP IS EXTREMELY HIGH

In line with trends in the CRD and other urban
areas of BC, the cost of homeownership
is extremely high in Sidney. Most owner
households making the median income would
not be able to afford a unit appropriate for
their household size. Individuals and loneparent families face the greatest affordability
challenges in the homeownership market.
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Between 2008 and 2018, average price for
single family homes rose by 58 percent,
townhouses by 45 percent, condominiums
by 26 percent, and manufactured homes by
90 percent. Notably, most of this increase
was between 2015 and 2018.

THE VACANCY RATE OF PURPOSE-BUILT RENTAL IS EXTREMELY LOW

The rental vacancy rate for the purpose-built
rental market in Sidney has been extremely low
since 2015, though the last year of data shows
a slight upward trend. (A healthy vacancy rate
is considered to be between 3 and 5 percent).
Rental costs in the purpose-built rental
market have accelerated in recent years
and data from the Victoria CMA indicate

that secondary rental (specifically singledetached dwellings, semi-detached /
rowhouses / duplexes, and condominiums)
are also rising. The market rental gap
analysis showed that individuals living alone
and lone-parent families would not be able
to afford median rents for units appropriate
to their household sizes.

THE SUPPLY OF RENTAL HAS BEEN STAGNANT

The supply of purpose-built rental units
was stagnant in Sidney over at least the
past decade. However, the Town recently
approved 56 affordable rental units, which
will represent a 22 percent increase in
the stock of purpose-built rental units.
Most of Sidney’s renter households rent
in the secondary market. The 2016 Census
counted 1,355 renter households in Sidney;

with only 256 purpose-built rental units in
Sidney, this indicates that only 19 percent
of renter households rented in the purposebuilt rental market and that 71 percent or
approximately 1,099 households may be
assumed to rent in the secondary rental
market. However, the secondary market
offers significantly less security of tenure to
tenants than purpose-built rental.
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A LARGE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS FACE AFFORDABILITY
CHALLENGES

The housing indicators show the number of
households overall who are facing challenges
with the affordability, suitability, or adequacy
of their housing. Core Housing Need shows
not only which households are facing
these affordability, suitability, or adequacy
challenges but also the number that could
not afford the median rent for a unit
appropriate to their household size (i.e., they
could not afford to move to a better unit).
A significant portion of both owners (6
percent, or 270 households) and renters
(32 percent, or 400 households) are in core
housing need. Even more households (15%
(635) of ownership households, and 44%
(555) of renter households) are spending
30% or more of their income on shelter
costs.
A very high percentage of lone-parent
families face unaffordability (72 percent or

160 households). Among renter households,
a relatively high percentage of all household
types face unaffordability: 66 percent
of individuals not in Census families, 52
percent of lone-parent families, 45 percent
of couples with children, and 36 percent of
couples without children.
Comparing housing indicator and Core
Housing Need data, a large number of
households who are currently paying
unaffordable rents could afford the
median rent for a unit appropriate to their
household. This indicates that for a large
portion of renters facing unaffordability,
the availability of units is as significant of an
issue as the affordability of units. The low
vacancy rate means that many households
must choose expensive housing options
because of a lack of supply of units that cost
near the median rental rates in the primary
market.

NON-MARKET HOUSING IS IN DEMAND
Based on BC Housing data on non-market
housing units where BC Housing has a
financial relationship, there are a total of
26 transitional and supportive living units
and 44 community housing units in Sidney.
Community housing units primarily serve
seniors, with a smaller number serving
families. Some information for transitional
and supportive living is suppressed by BC
Assessment for privacy reasons so it is not
possible to know how many of these units
serve seniors or families. There are no units
dedicated to serving persons with disabilities
or individuals experiencing homelessness.
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Ninety-eight households receive rent
assistance in the private market, primarily
seniors, representing 7.2 percent of the 1,355
renter households in Sidney (as of 2016).
There are 54 units of co-operative housing in
Sidney. Of these, 21 units are dedicated for
families, nine units are dedicated for seniors,
and 24 units are dedicated to seniors and
individuals with a disability.
In addition to the units above, there are 37
households living in Sidney on BC Housing’s
Housing Registry, waiting for units to become
available.

STRENGTHEN POLICIES & REGULATIONS TO PRIORITIZE
NEEDED HOUSING TYPES
The first strategy proposed in the Housing Needs Assessment (HNA) is to strengthen policies
and regulations to prioritize needed housing types. More specifically, the recommendation
calls for:
•

Define affordability in the Official
Community Plan according to
thresholds based on household
incomes in Sidney (specific incomes
are defined in the HNA) for the
following types of housing:
*

*

*

*

•
•

Deep affordability, targeted
towards those on Income
Assistance, based on BC shelter
maximum rates.
Below-market affordable,
targeted towards those making
less than 75 percent of median
household incomes.
Near-market affordable, targeted
towards those making 75
percent of median household
incomes and above, but not
able to afford new market rental
rates. Rates are based on a range
between the cap of belowmarket affordable rates above
and Housing Income Limits
provided by BC Housing.
New market rental, targeting
higher income renters who are
able to afford full market rental
rates. (No income restrictions.)

Prioritize use of Affordable Housing
Reserve funds for units that offer
below-market affordability.
Consider introducing inclusionary
zoning to require a percentage of new
multi-family units to be at belowmarket and near-market rates. This
may require developers to build a
certain number of units based on the

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

percentage of overall units being built,
or it could require the equivalent by
provided cash-in-lieu towards the
Town’s Affordable Housing Reserve
Fund.
Review the density bonusing
provisions in the West Sidney Local
Area plan in light of the affordability
thresholds defined above and
consider expanding to other areas.
Consider allowing both secondary
suites and coach houses on lots zoned
for single family dwellings.
Complete a parking study to
determine potential parking
impacts.6. Require new single-family
homes to be built with secondary
suites or provide a cash-in-lieu
towards the Affordable Housing
Reserve Fund.
Evaluate new development proposals
by considering their impact on
addressing the housing needs
identified in this report.
Create criteria for project approvals
that considers whether needed units
are built.
Prioritize housing affordability and
rental options in new developments
that fall within the area of the
Downtown Local Area Plan.
Explore the implications of rental-only
zoning and consider implementation
in Sidney for areas with existing
purpose-built rental only.
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STRENGTHEN INCENTIVES FOR NON-PROFIT & PRIVATE
DEVELOPERS
The second strategy proposed in the Housing Needs Assessment (HNA) is to strengthen
incentives for non-profit and private developers. More specifically, the recommendation calls
for the following that is relevant to the OCP:
•

Introduce and promote an
incentive package for multi-family
developments with sliding scale
of incentives based on level of
affordability.
*
*
*
*

Development Cost Charges grant
Parking relaxations
Density bonusing
Municipal tax exemptions

•
•
•

Consider introducing a secondary
suite / coach house incentive program.
Continue to use housing agreements
and covenants to protect new
purpose-built and non-market units.
Maintain current requirements for
10% of units to be 3+ bedrooms.

DEVELOP & STRENGTHEN PARTNERSHIPS &
COORDINATION
The second strategy proposed in the Housing Needs Assessment (HNA) is to develop and
strengthen partnerships and coordination. More specifically, the recommendation calls for
the following that is relevant to the OCP:
•

•

•

Explore partnerships to increase
affordable homeownership options in
Sidney across the housing continuum,
particularly in relation to affordable
homeownership, near-market rental,
and below market rental.
Continue to engage local faithbased organizations about potential
redevelopment opportunities that
may include affordable and/or
attainable units.
Complete a land audit to identify
underutilized municipal, institutional,
faith-based, and other lands in
Sidney that could be potentially used
for housing. Use land audit as an
engagement process with institutional
organizations and next step planning.
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•

•

•

Consider including affordable and/or
attainable units in future municipal
redevelopment projects (e.g., library
redevelopment).
Encourage existing seniors housing
developments to consider continuum
of care from independent living
to residential care and alter their
facilities as appropriate to meet the
need. Encourage “campus of care”
facilities.
Convene conversations with local
developers and BC Housing about
Affordable Homeownership Program
(AHOP) to explore the potential for
piloting this program in Sidney.

NATURAL SYSTEMS AND
PARKS
PARKS
PARKS MASTER PLAN
The 2018 Parks Master indicated that
some areas of Sidney were seeing an
increase in population and park use,
necessitating proportionally distributed
capital improvements for existing amenities
across the 28 parks and 17 beach accesses.
This high-level plan advocates for the
development of a clear framework for
Sidney’s parks, reimagining these green
spaces to support social, physical and
ecological well-being, effectively balancing
human benefits with environmental
enhancement. The Plan also suggests
improving the budget allocation plan and
reviewing operational resources.

There are several major on-going and shortterm improvements recommended in the
Parks Plan, which are:
•
•
•
•
•

Individual parks improvements
Downtown waterfront improvements
and short-term moorage
Parks staff and resources review
Establish dedicated kayak launch
West Side path improvements

There are several major longer-term actions
recommended in the Parks Plan, which are:
•
•
•

Create a plan for Rathdown,
Resthaven, and Brethour Park
Create a plan for Reay Creek
Improve access to Glass Beach
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PARK INVENTORY
Sidney has 27 public parks, 17 beach accesses, public trails, and related waterfront and
access areas. In addition, the Town shares costs associated with the Rotary Park located in
the District of North Saanich (outlined in orange in the map below). The following pages
analyze park access and provision across Sidney.

PARKS

Town of Sidney

6

District of
North Saanich

Town of
Sidney

A3. Parks Context Map
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ALMOST ALL OF SIDNEY IS WITHIN A 5-10 MINUTE
WALK TO A PARK

Access to Parks
Walking Distance
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HOWEVER, PARK PROVISION IS UNEQUAL, WITH LESS PARK AREA
FOR AREAS NORTH OF DOWNTOWN

Park Area Provisions
Hectares / 1000 People
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Linear Park
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Oceanspray
Park

ALMOST ALL OF SIDNEY HAS ACCESS TO A CONNECTED
TRAILS AND PARKS SYSTEM

Connectivity Using Town of Sidney
Trails and Parks System
Nearest, Longest
System Within
10 Mins
< 0.1 km
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Linear Park
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URBAN FOREST STRATEGY
The 2019 Urban Forest Strategy identified
opportunities to enhance the quality and
quantity of trees and associated elements in
the urban community to improve community
well-being and ecological health. Due to
a combination of historical land use and
development, low tree replacement rate and
removal of mature trees, the urban forest in
Sidney has not reached its full potential.

There are several high priority short-term
improvements recommended in the Parks
Plan, which are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tree planting plan
Preferred tree species list and guidelines
Tree preservation bylaw updates
Internal staff resources review
Boulevard maintenance
UFS Awareness campaign

There are several high priority longer-term
actions recommended in the Parks Plan,
which are:
•
•

Create Boulevard Tree or “Adopt a
Tree” program
Develop incentives and/or
requirements to facilitate increase
permeable area coverage, tree canopy
coverage, preservation of existing tree
stands, and healthier growing/soil
conditions

URBAN FOREST: AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Several areas of significant ecological value
in the Town have already been identified
via Environmental Sensitive Area policies
in the Official Community Plan. Yet, their
critical importance to the urban forest (and
other critical assets, such as the Migratory
Bird Sanctuary) are not particularly wellrecognized in policy. These areas include:
•
•
•
•
•

Other areas in the Town that critically
contribute to the Town’s urban forest have
not been formally designed or protect. These
include:
•
•
•
•

All Bay
Resthaven Island
Brethour Park
Armstrong Point (All Bay Road)

Roberts Bay
Mermaid Creek
Beaufort Road
Reay Creek
Lochside Waterfront

URBAN FOREST: AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
In addition to these existing areas of urban
forest, there are multiple areas and types of
spaces (e.g., boulevards, parks, institutional
land) within the Town that provide
opportunity to contribute to the urban forest
in a meaningful way.
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The project team identified suitable areas
of opportunity, high-level guidelines
for these areas, and key next steps for
implementation.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS (ESAs)
SIDNEY HAS IDENTIFIED SEVERAL ESAs
Currently, in the OCP there are five Environmentally Significant Areas identified:
•
•
•

Roberts Bay
Mermaid Creek
Beaufort Road

•
•

Reay Creek
Lochside Waterfront

Note that several of the ESAs are adjacent (Roberts Bay, Mermaid Creek, Beaufort Road) and
appear as one continuous area in the map below.
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PROTECTING & ENHANCING THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
The Official Community Plan (OCP) can
introduce a strong policy framework to
ensure the protection and enhancement
of Sidney’s crucial natural spaces and
environmentally sensitive areas. At a high
level, the OCP could include:
Updating Development Permit Area
Guidelines to support ESA management and
ensure future development recognizes and is
compatible with ESA values.
Collaborating with the District of North
Saanich, District of Central Saanich,
W̱ JOȽEȽP (Tsartlip), W̱ SIKEM (Tseycum),

and SȾÁUTW̱ (Tsawout) Nations to
achieve common ecological protection and
restoration objectives.
Working towards Natural Asset
Management, where natural assets are
considered as part of an overall asset
management strategy.
Supporting the actions in the Urban Forest
Strategy, such as encouraging or requiring
increased permeable area coverage, tree
canopy coverage, preservation of existing
tree stands, and healthier growing/soil
conditions.

INCORPORATING GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
There are many opportunities available
for implementing green infrastructure.
Expanding and/or buffering existing
protected natural areas can greatly increase
their ecosystem service value. Aging or
underperforming grey infrastructure
should be replaced wherever practical or
possible. Urban renewal revitalization and
redevelopment projects provide excellent
opportunities to replace or enhance
traditional infrastructure with green
alternatives.
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Green infrastructure should also be
incorporated into the planning and design
of all new development at both the building
and site level from the outset, with the
objective of minimizing grey infrastructure
and hardscape. Opportunities to enhance
local and regional green infrastructure
connections should also be explored.
Integrating green infrastructure with regional
infrastructure projects and planning (e.g.,
sewer, water, transportation) provides
further opportunity to improve connectivity.

CLIMATE ACTION &
ADAPTATION
GHG EMISSION INVENTORY
The CRD recently updated the greenhouse
gas (GHG) emission inventory for Sidney
and other local governments within its
boundaries. Sidney’s updated 2018 inventory
shows an overall drop in community GHG
emissions of 9% compared to 2007 levels.
Sector specific changes are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Industrial Processes & Product Use
(IPPU) increased 55%
Waste emissions dropped 31%
Transportation emissions dropped
12%
Building emissions dropped 7%

2018 GHG Inventory by Sector

Total Energy Use has only reduced 3%
indicating changes in the type of energy used
is not the only factor impacting emissions
changes but that there have also been
emissions intensity improvements over this
period. Energy use by sector also shows that
the proportion of energy used by the Town’s
two largest emitting sectors - transportation
and buildings and stationary energy - remain
unchanged at 40% and 60% respectively.
As shown below, transportation remains the
Town’s largest GHG emitter, accounting for
56% of the community’s total emissions in
2018.
2018 Energy Use by Sector
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The below figure of 2018 Transportation
GHG emissions shows that nearly three
quarters of these emissions can be attributed
to trans-boundary, on-road travel. These are
trips that originate and/or complete their
journey within Sidney (e.g., commuting
to work, trans-boundary shopping). Even
though the indirect emissions that result
from these trips occur at sources outside
of the town, they are still attributed to the
community’s overall set of activities.
2018 Transportation GHG Emissions
by Sub-Sector
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Buildings and other stationary energy
uses make up Sidney’s second largest
GHG emission sector. The below figure of
2018 buildings and stationary energy GHG
emissions shows that the vast majority
of stationary emissions are attributed to
buildings. Since BC’s electricity grid uses 95%
or more renewable energy, nearly all of the
building related emissions are the result of
fossil fuels (e.g., natural gas, oil, and propane)
used for space and water heating purposes.
2018 Buildings & Stationary Energy
GHG Emissions by Sub-Sector

CURRENT POLICY CONTEXT
Existing Document Review
In order to better understand the current policy context with respect to climate action in
Sidney, the following documents were reviewed for climate policy and assessed for strengths,
weaknesses and gaps. All are Town of Sidney documents unless otherwise noted.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Official Community Plan (2007)
Downtown Waterfront Local Area Plan
(2008)
Climate Action Plan (2010)
Zoning Bylaw (2012)
West Side Local Area Plan (2017)
Downtown Waterfront Vision (2017)
Downtown Streetscape and Urban
Design Standards (2018)
Parks Master Plan (2018)
Urban Forest Strategy (2019)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Interim Flood Construction Level
policy (2017)
Off-Street Parking and Loading Bylaw
(2017)
CRD Regional Transportation Plan
(2014)
CRD Regional Pedestrian Cycling
Master Plan (2011)
BC Transit Victoria Transit Future Plan
(2011)
CRD Regional Growth Strategy (2018)

A detailed breakdown of the above-mentioned documents, policies and considerations can
be found in Appendix 1. In summary, while there are several strong examples of climate
action policies in existing documents, the OCP process offers an excellent chance to build
upon these policies and update and modernize based on the latest best practices and tools
available.

Climate Emergency Declaration
The Capital Regional District (CRD) Board
voted unanimously to declare a climate
emergency in February 2019, joining an
international movement to accelerate
climate action efforts to achieve net zero
carbon emissions at both the community

and corporate level. Sidney Council also
moved to declare a climate emergency in
March, 2020. Making such a declaration
provides a strong basis for incorporating bold
climate action policies in the OCP.
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Provincial Policy Context
The Province of British Columbia has committed to reducing province-wide GHG emissions to
40% below 2007 levels by 2030 and 80% by 2050. The 2018 CleanBC Plan includes initiatives
to reduce emissions in four key sectors: transportation, buildings, industry, and waste. The
following lists a number of the initiatives that can be integrated with the Town of Sidney’s
own plans to reduce its corporate and community emissions.
Transportation
•
•

•

•

CleanBC offers incentives to people
who purchase a zero-emissions vehicle
(ZEV).
BC’s clean vehicle infrastructure
continues to be expanded through a
variety of tools, including incentives
and updating standards for building
charging facilities.
The Province will continue to increase
the proportion of low carbon fuel
included in standard vehicle fuels and
intends to increase the low carbon
fuel standard to 20% by 2030. This will
help to decrease the emissions factor
attributed to vehicles that continue to
use internal combustion engines.
Longer-term, the province plans to
phase in increasing ZEV standards so
that by 2040 every new car sold in BC
will be a ZEV (10% by 2025, 30% by
2030, and 100% by 2040).

Buildings
•

•

•

•

CleanBC offers incentives to home
and building owners to improve their
efficiency and switch from fossil
fuel based space and water heating
systems to high-efficiency heat pumps.
The Energy Step Code enables
municipalities to require the energy
performance of new developments
and major retrofits to exceed those
required by the base BC Building Code.
The Province has also committed to
adopting a province-wide net-zero
energy ready requirement by 2032.
Some local governments are using an
Energy Step Code relaxation option as
a way to incent developers to design
buildings with low-carbon energy
systems.
For homes remaining on natural
gas, the CleanBC Plan includes a
commitment to put a minimum
requirement in place for 15% of
natural gas to come from renewable
natural gas by 2030.

Waste
•
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The CleanBC Plan includes the
following two 2030 waste reduction
targets: 1) 95% of organic waste will
be diverted from landfills and turned
into other products; and 2) 75% of
landfill methane will be captured.

TRANSPORTATION &
GETTING AROUND
Sidney is a transportation hub - within or
close to Sidney are the Victoria International
Airport, BC Ferries’ Swartz Bay Terminal,
and the Sidney-Anacortes Ferry. In addition,
Highway 17 traverses through Sidney, as
does the Lochside Trail.

Despite this, residents remain car
dependent, with 72% using a car, truck,
or van (driving or as passenger) to get to
work1. This is slightly higher than the Capital
Regional District (CRD), where 70% people
use a car, truck, or van to get to work.

Sidney is also served by public transit by
BC Transit: one regional route (between
downtown Victoria and Swartz Bay Ferry
Terminal), and eight local routes.

Walking is a significant mode of
transportation, with 14% walking to work
(compared to 10% in the CRD).

In addition, Sidney has good bones for
mobility within the Town. It is compact,
relatively flat, and much of Sidney has a wellconnected grid network of streets.

Sidney has an opportunity to increase the
number of people using sustainable forms
of transportation - both to get to work, and
otherwise.
Walking
14%
Bicycle
4%
Public
Transit
7%
Car; truck;
van
72%

Other
3%

1 Statistics Canada. 2016. Census of Canada.
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The future of transportation in Sidney is guided by the CRD’s Regional Transportation Plan
(2014) and Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan (2011).

SIDNEY IS THE SAANICH PENINSULA’S ONLY COMPLETE MOBILITY
HUB
The CRD Regional Transportation Plan considers downtown Sidney as a Complete Hub. A
Complete Hub is an area with high levels of multi-modal transportation activity. They are
locations of major trip origins or destinations both in the peak and off-peak periods, are
served by multiple or frequent transit routes, and include convenient access to bikeways,
A - Appendices
arterials and major collector roads. These hubs have an attractive urban design
that
encourages high pedestrian volumes.
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THERE ARE MAJOR INTER-COMMUNITY CONNECTIVITY CHALLENGES
Of all travel within the CRD, 58% crosses
municipal boundaries, yet regional connectivity
continues to present many challenges.
Despite a favourable culture toward sustainable
transportation, it would be easy for the region
to gravitate toward more auto-oriented
patterns. The CRD travel demand model
estimates that between 2006 and 2038 there
will be over 145,000 additional peak-period
trips in the region if current travel patterns
continue. Assuming current travel behaviour,
over 70% of these additional trips are projected
to be by car. In other words, there will be over
100,000 more automobile trips in the peak
periods, further straining capacity on roadway
infrastructure throughout the region.
If the region is to reach its sustainability goals,
cycling must become more comfortable for a
broader spectrum of the population, transit
must become relevant to more commuters and
be used more frequently for non-commuting
trips, and walking must be viable to more households.
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Capital Regional District Pedestrian and Cycling Masterplan
Collection of existing conditions data

summer of 2010. The ‘universe of opEvaluation of the preliminary network
tions’ for the PIC bicycle network was
In fall 2009, member municipalities
The preliminary PIC bikeway network
built with:
were invited to submit existing and
was evaluated based on proximity to
Ū Previous plans, including the
planned bikeway facility information.
destinations, roadway or trail type, and
TransportationChoices Recommended
Municipal data was compared to the
connectivity. The corridor selection was
Regional Cycling
Network
(RCN).
The CRD
Pedestrian
Cycling
Master
Plan
(PCMP) then
describes
a validated
strategic
approach
CRD‘sRegional
data to create
a snapshot and
of
refined and
by the
CAC
Ū
Existing
local
and
regional
bikeway
existing
bikeway
facilities.
Member
and
the
Technical
Advisory
Committee
for achieving a significant shift in transportation throughout the region. The PCMP includes
facilities.
municipalities were invited to validate
(TAC).
a primary
inter-community bicycleŪ network,
including recommended
facility separation
Proximity to key destinations
the resulting existing bikeway dataset.
The identified PIC bikeway network
(regional growth/transit
centres).
on these corridors. In Sidney, this includes
Lochside Trail
and several
additional
bike lane/
connects regional and village centres,
Identification of potential primary
Ū
Input
from
the
Citizens
Advisory
shoulder
bikeway
McDonald
Park Rd, centres,
Ardwell
bikeway
corridors (including Resthaven Dr, Fifth St, Lochside Dr,
transit
exchanges, employment
Committee (CAC) and participants
Ave, Beacon
Ave, Ocean
W). at the advocates sessions, who iden- and other regional destinations. The
Potential primary
bikeway Ave
corridors
network includes over 900 kilometres of
were selected from a large number of
tified key corridors.
corridors, shown in Map 1.
potential corridors during the spring/

THERE IS A REGIONAL BIKE NETWORK PLANNED
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Tsawout First Nation

PUBLIC TRANSIT AND FUTURE TRANSIT PLAN
Sidney is currently served by one regional route (between downtown Victoria and Swartz Bay
Ferry Terminal), and eight local routes by BC Transit.
In 2011, the Victoria Region Transit Future Plan was completed. This plan provides a vision
for improving the region’s transit network over the next 25 years by:
•
•
•

Supporting local community goals and objectives;
Strengthening the link between transportation and land-use in order to achieve
sustainable growth and development, promoting community resiliency; and
Identifying a Transit Future Network that includes four layers of transit service to tailor
transit to regional and local community needs:
*
*
*
*

Rapid transit;
Frequent transit;
Local transit; and
Targeted services.

BC Transit is also planning on completing a Peninsula Local Area Transit Plan in 2021-2022,
which will include more detailed planning for the Saanich Peninsula, including Sidney.
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FREQUENT TRANSIT WILL CONNECT SIDNEY TO THE DOWNTOWN
CORE
In Sidney, the Transit Future Plan identifies an Exclusive Corridor along Highway 17, and a
Frequent Corridor along Lochside Dr, Fifth St, Resthaven Dr, and McDonald Park Rd.
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X

X

5

WALKABILITY WITHIN SIDNEY
Walkability is influenced by the richness in
destinations that are accessible within a
short distance of one’s home, place of work,
or place of study. Typically, neighbourhoods
that have a broader mix of uses are more
walkable.
The updated OCP could look at opportunities
to designate missing land uses in specific
neighbourhoods to bolster walkability by
allowing for amenities that are currently
lacking in these neighbourhoods.

important “daily needs” to each lot within
Sidney. The daily needs included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elementary school
Secondary school
Grocery store
Childcare/daycare facility
Public facility
Retail cluster
Employment cluster
Park
Public transit (bus stop)

The following pages assemble several maps
that communicate the proximity of certain
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MOST OF SIDNEY HAS SOME - BUT NOT ALL - DAILY NEEDS WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE.

Walkability - Daily Needs Accessible

ald Park Rd.
M cdon

Daily Needs Criteria
Amenity Considered
Necessary
Elementary School
Secondary School
Grocery Store
Childcare/Daycare Facility
Public Facility
Retail Cluster
Employment Cluster
Park
Public Transit (Bus Stop)

Distance Requirement
(Walking Distance, Minutes)
5
10
5
5
15
5
5
5
5

Bowerbank Rd.

Ardwell Ave.

G
H
Mcdonald Park Rd.

17

Resthaven Dr.

Malaview Ave.

Siddall Rd.

Mills Rd.

Beacon Ave. West

Fifth St.

Henry Ave.

Beacon Ave.

0 needs met

y
Wa

Stirl
ing

1 need met
2 needs met

Ocean Ave. West

3 needs met

Ocean Ave.

4 needs met
5 needs met
6 needs met

G
H
17

7 needs met

Ca no
ra Rd
.

8 needs met
*None with 9 needs met

Lo
ch
sid
e

Dr
.

Number of
Needs Satisfied

0

0.25

0.5 Km
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Dwelling Units
33
116
390
643
1,244
1,550
933
1,344
46
0

Population
77
263
819
1,395
2,743
3,160
1,856
2,416
96
0

Percentage of
Total Population
1%
2%
6%
11%
21%
25%
14%
19%
1%
0%

Cumulative
Percentage
100%
99%
97%
91%
80%
59%
34%
20%
1%
0%

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IS WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF THE
CORE OF SIDNEY

Access to Elementary Schools
·
X

Elementary Schools

Walking Distance
5 minutes or less
ald Park Rd.
M cdon

6 to 10 minutes
11 to 15 minutes
16 to 20 minutes
More than 20 minutes

Bowerbank Rd.

Ardwell Ave.

G
H
Mcdonald Park Rd.

17

Resthaven Dr.

Malaview Ave.

Siddall Rd.

Mills Rd.

Henry Ave.

Sidney
Elementary

Beacon Ave. West

Beacon Ave.

Fifth St.

·
X

y
Wa

Stirl
ing

Ocean Ave. West

Ocean Ave.

G
H
Lo
ch
sid
e

Dr
.

Ca no
ra Rd
.

17

Walking
Distance (mins)

Kelset
Elementary

_

0

0.25

0.5 Km

0-5
6 - 10
11 -15
16 - 20
25 +

Dwelling Units
382
1,403
1,470
1,404
1,640

Population
740
2,585
2,915
3,084
3,501

Percentage of
Total Population
6%
20%
23%
24%
27%

Cumulative
Percentage
6%
26%
49%
73%
100%
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THE SECONDARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS ARE ONLY WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE OF NORTH SIDNEY

Access to Secondary/Middle Schools
Parkland
Secondary

·
X

_

Walking Distance
5 minutes or less

ald Park Rd.
M cdon

·
X

Middle Schools/Secondary
Schools

6 to 10 minutes
11 to 15 minutes
16 to 20 minutes

North Saanich
Middle School

More than 20 minutes

Bowerbank R d.

Ardwell Ave.

G
H
Mcdonald Park Rd.

17

Resthaven Dr.

Malaview Ave.

Siddall Rd.
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G
H
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Ca no
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.
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Walking
Distance (mins)

0

0.25

0.5 Km
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0-5
6 - 10
11 -15
16 - 20
25 +

Dwelling Units
185
570
528
680
4,336

Population
391
1,146
1,142
1,517
8,629

Percentage of
Total Population
3%
9%
9%
12%
67%

Cumulative
Percentage
3%
12%
21%
33%
100%

NORTH AND SOUTH SIDNEY ARE NOT WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF A GROCERY STORE

Access to Grocery Stores
·
X

Grocery Stores

Walking Distance
5 minutes or less
ald Park Rd.
M cdon

6 to 10 minutes
11 to 15 minutes
16 to 20 minutes
More than 20 minutes

Resthaven Dr.

Bowerbank Rd.

Ardwell Ave.

G
H
17

Mcdonald Park Rd.

·
X

QUEEN'S
GROCERY

Malaview Ave.

Siddall Rd.

Mills Rd.

Fifth St.

Henry Ave.

THRIFTY FOODS

SIDNEY
NATURAL
FOODS

·
X

Beacon Ave. West

Beacon Ave.

·
X

·
X

SAVE ON FOODS
y
Wa

Stirl
ing

Ocean Ave. West

·
X

SIDNEY SUPER
FOODS LTD FAIRWAY MARKET

Ocean Ave.

G
H
Lo
ch
sid
e

Dr
.

Ca no
ra Rd
.

17

Walking
Distance (mins)

0

0.25

0.5 Km

0-5
6 - 10
11 -15
16 - 20
25 +

Dwelling Units
1,806
1,773
953
1,085
682

Population
3,266
3,635
2,037
2,322
1,564

Percentage of
total population
25%
28%
16%
18%
12%

Cumulative
percentage
25%
54%
70%
88%
100%
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MOST OF SIDNEY IS WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE TO CHILDCARE

Access to Childcare/Daycare Facilities
·
X

Childcare/Daycare
Facilities

Walking Distance
5 minutes or less

ald Park Rd.
M cdon

·
X

6 to 10 minutes
11 to 15 minutes
16 to 20 minutes
More than 20 minutes

·
X
·
X
Ardwell Ave.

Bowerbank Rd.

·
X

G
H
Mcdonald Park Rd.

17

Mills Rd.

Siddall Rd.

·
X

·
X

Resthaven Dr.

Malaview Ave.

·
X

Henry Ave.

·
X
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·
X

·
X
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X
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H
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·
X
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Distance (mins)
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0-5
6 - 10
11 -15
16 - 20
25 +

Dwelling Units
3,945
1,912
350
92
0

Population
7,737
4,125
747
216
0

Percentage of
Total Population
60%
32%
6%
2%
0%

Cumulative
Percentage
60%
92%
98%
100%
100%

NORTH SIDNEY LACKS ACCESS TO PUBLIC FACILITIES
Public facilities include services and institutions, such as libraries, cultural, recreational, and
community centres, and museums.

Access to Nearest Public Facility
·
X

Public Facilities

Walking Distance
5 minutes or less
ald Park Rd.
M cdon

6 to 10 minutes
11 to 15 minutes
16 to 20 minutes
More than 20 minutes

Resthaven Dr.

Bowerbank Rd.

Ardwell Ave.

G
H
Mcdonald Park Rd.

17

Malaview Ave.

Vancouver Island
Regional Library
Siddall Rd.

Mills Rd.

·
X
·
X
S HOAL Ce ntre

Henry Ave.

Beacon Ave.

Fifth St.

Beacon Ave. West

Sidney
Museum
& Archives

Mary Winspear
Centre @
Sanscha

·
X

Shaw Centre for
the Salish Sea

·
X

·
X

y
Wa

Stirl
ing

Ocean Ave. West

Ocean Ave.

G
H
17

Lo
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e

·
X

Dr
.

Ca no
ra Rd
.

Gre e ngl a de
Com m uni ty
Ce ntre

Walking
Distance (mins)

0

0.25

0.5 Km

Dwelling Units

Population

Percentage of
Total Population

Cumulative
Percentage

0-5

1,898

3,363

26%

26%

6 - 10
11 -15
16 - 20
25 +

1,887
1,272
638
604

4,025
2,831
1,397
1,210

31%
22%
11%
9%

58%
80%
91%
100%
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MOST OF SIDNEY IS WITHIN A 5-10 MINUTE WALK TO A RETAIL
CLUSTER
Access to Nearest Retail Cluster
Retail Clusters
(10+Employees/Ha)
Walking Distance
ald Park Rd.
M cdon

5 minutes or less
6 to 10 minutes
11 to 15 minutes
16 to 20 minutes
More than 20 minutes

Bowerbank Rd.

Ardwell Ave.

G
H
Mcdonald Park Rd.

17

Resthaven Dr.

Malaview Ave.

Siddall Rd.

Mills Rd.

Beacon Ave. West

Beacon Ave.

Fifth St.

Henry Ave.

y
Wa

Stirl
ing

Ocean Ave. West

Ocean Ave.

G
H
Lo
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e

Dr
.

Ca no
ra Rd
.

17

Walking
Distance (mins)

0

0.25

0.5 Km
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0-5
6 - 10
11 -15
16 - 20
25 +

Dwelling Units
3,692
2,288
215
104
0

Population
7,114
4,986
482
243
0

Percentage of
Total Population
55%
39%
4%
2%
0%

Cumulative
Percentage
55%
94%
98%
100%
100%

MOST OF SIDNEY IS WITHIN A 5-10 MINUTE WALK TO AN
EMPLOYMENT CLUSTER

Access to Nearest Employment Cluster
Employment Clusters (20+
Employees/Ha)
Walking Distance
ald Park Rd.
M cdon

5 minutes or less
6 to 10 minutes
11 to 15 minutes
16 to 20 minutes
More than 20 minutes

Bowerbank Rd.

Ardwell Ave.

G
H
Mcdonald Park Rd.

17

Resthaven Dr.

Malaview Ave.

Siddall Rd.

Mills Rd.

Beacon Ave. West

Beacon Ave.

Fifth St.

Henry Ave.

y
Wa

Stirl
ing

Ocean Ave. West

Ocean Ave.

G
H
Lo
ch
sid
e

Dr
.

Ca no
ra Rd
.

17

Walking
Distance (mins)

0

0.25

0.5 Km

0-5
6 - 10
11 -15
16 - 20
25 +

Dwelling Units
4,716
1,410
172
1
0

Population
9,376
3,046
400
2
0

Percentage of
Total Population
73%
24%
3%
0%
0%

Cumulative
Percentage
73%
97%
100%
100%
100%
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MOST OF SIDNEY IS WITHIN A 5 MINUTE WALK TO A BUS STOP

Access to Nearest Bus Stop
·
X

Bus Stops

Walking Distance
5 minutes or less
ald Park Rd.
M cdon

·
X
·
X

6 to 10 minutes
11 to 15 minutes

··
X
X

16 to 20 minutes

··
X
X

More than 20 minutes

·
X
·
X
·
X

· ·
·X
X
XX
·

Bowerbank Rd.

Ardwell Ave.

·
X
·
X
·
X
·
X
·
X
·
X

G
H
17

·
X

Malaview Ave.

Resthaven Dr.

Mcdonald Park Rd.

·
X
·
X
·
X
·
X
·
X

Siddall Rd.

Mills Rd.

·
·
X

Henry Ave.

·
X
·
X
··
X
X

·
X

·
X
Beacon Ave.

Fifth St.

·
·
X

Beacon Ave. West

·
X
·
X
·
X
·
·
X
X

y
Wa

Stirl
ing

·
·
X
X

·
·
X
X

··
X
X

Ocean Ave.

·
·
X
X

G
H

·
·
X
X

Ocean Ave. West

17

·
X
·
X

Lo
ch
sid
e

Dr
.

Ca no
ra Rd
.

·
X

·
·X
X

·
X
·
X

·
X
0

0.25

0.5 Km

Walking
Distance (mins)

Dwelling Units

Percentage of
Total Population

Population

Cumulative
Percentage

0-5

3,945

7,737

60%

60%

6 - 10
11 -15
16 - 20

1,912
350
92

4,125
747
216

32%
6%
2%

92%
98%
100%

0

0

0%

100%
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25 +

PROVIDING A JOURNEY THAT BRINGS COMFORT & JOY
The design of public streets and adjacent buildings makes a big impact on the walkability
of a area. It’s the difference between a journey that is delightful and inviting and one that
is unpleasant and unsafe. Sidney’s street design and development permit guidelines should
focus on creating an environment that is welcoming for the most vulnerable users first.
Essentially, pedestrian activity and accessibility should be top-of-mind, followed by cycling,
and transit users. Many communities are now adopting a new mode emphasis within their
transportation policy frameworks and budgets that fundamentally reimagines street designs,
where the highest priority (walking and mobility aids, cycling and rolling, and transit) is at the
top of the inverted triangle:

1. Walking & Mobility Aids
2. Cycling & Rolling
3. Transit
4. Goods Movement
5. Multiple Occupant Vehicles
6. Single Occupant Vehicles
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ENCOURAGING CYCLING & TRANSIT FOR LONGER
DISTANCES
When walking isn’t a option, there’s always cycling and transit! Much like walking, the
availability and design of infrastructure plays a big role in the ability to encourage more
people to use these two modes of transportation.

TYING INTO REGIONAL CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE
The Capital Regional District has established cycling routes with recommended types of
cycling infrastructure in order to connect residents and destinations across the town. The
next step should be to provide this grid of cycling facilities within the Town of Sidney.

WORKING WITH BC TRANSIT AND USING LAND USE TO SUPPORT
FREQUENT TRANSIT
High frequency public transit works best with a high number of destinations and population
and job density within walking distance of the public transit stops. As the Town considers its
growth management and land use plan, it should align with and support BC Transit’s future
plans for high frequency public transit in Sidney. The Town can also engage with BC Transit,
including during the Local Area Transit Plan for the Saanich Peninsula.
In addition, in many cases, if new development is well-served by great cycling and transit
infrastructure, parking requirements can be reduced. A set of guidelines could be established
to direct the Town when such reductions may be in order.
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BUILT INFRASTRUCTURE
In 2018, utility study of the Town’s sanitary sewer, storm sewer and water supply systems
was completed. This included modelling the capacity of the system in 2018 and in a future
scenario that approximately represents future land use and population 20 years into the
future, with a correction for climate change.

SANITARY SEWER
The sanitary sewer infrastructure includes
2,800 connected properties, 50,800 m of
gravity mains (including the Capital Regional
District mains), 12 pump stations, and 4,100
m of force mains. Modelling of the existing
scenario indicated that three pump stations
and 690 m of gravity mains are undersized,
however in discussion with staff there are no
known capacity issues with any of the pump
stations or gravity mains.

The gravity main capacity deficiencies for
both the existing and future scenarios are
minor and result in inconsequential levels
of surcharge. The Town should consider
upgrading the size of these mains when the
mains are being replaced due to condition
concerns, in conjunction with adjacent
development, or prior to repaving of
roadways.

WATER
The water supply infrastructure includes two
pressure reducing valve (PRV) stations and
55,470 m of mains. There are no booster
pump stations or reservoirs in the water
system.
Modelling indicates that the system has
adequate capacity to meet peak hour
demands for both the existing and future
scenarios.

For modelling of the max day demand
plus fire flow scenario, there are potential
deficiencies in 17 areas for the existing
scenario, with two additional potential
deficiencies for the future scenario.
However, these fire flow demands are
globally set based on land use type. Actual
requirements may be less following an
assessment of each individual site.

STORM DRAIN
The storm drain infrastructure includes
61,700 m of conduit, 45 outfalls; and one
pump station.
There are significant upgrades needed to
the storm drain infrastructure. The total
estimated cost of upgrades to the storm drain
system for the future scenario is $20.5 million.

Climate change will have a significant effect
on the storm drain system, due to sea level
rise (the ocean has the potential to back
up the storm drain network) and stronger
rainstorms.
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Sidney
Tomorrow
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GROWTH PROJECTIONS
POPULATION, DWELLING UNITS, AND EMPLOYMENT
PROJECTIONS
SIDNEY IS
EXPECTED
TO CONTINUE
Population,
Dwelling
Units, andGROWING
Employment Projections
16,000
14,000

14,045

13,507

12,715

12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000

7,795

7,461

6,948

7,520

6,770

6,099

2,000
0
2019

2021

2023

2025

Population

2027

2029

Dwelling Units

According to projections completed by the
Capital Regional District, Sidney is projected
to continue growing to approximately
14,045 people in 2038 (a 10% growth from
the population in 2019). The number of
dwelling units will increase much faster - to
7,795 units in 2038 (a 23% growth from the
number in 2019), as household sizes are
anticipated to decrease.
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2031

2033

2035

2037

Employment

Over the next four years, the fastest growth
age group is adults 75 to 84 (projected to
increase by 530 individuals between 2019
and 2024), followed by adults 65 to 74
(projected to increase by 178 over the same
period).
The number of individuals in the following
age groups are projected to decrease: 15 to
24, 25 to 24, 45 to 54, and 55 to 64.

CLIMATE ACTION &
ADAPTATION
BUSINESS AS USUAL GHG EMISSIONS FORECAST
The figure below shows the level of
emissions that are projected by the CRD
emissions inventory report for Sidney under
a scenario where current performance and
population/employment trends continue
through to 2050.

its GHG emissions targets as noted in the
CRD report:

The red horizontal lines show the maximum
allowable emissions if the Town is to achieve

It is evident from this figure that the Town
will need to start to significantly reduce its
GHG emissions if it is to reach these or any
updated targets to reduce its GHG emissions.

•
•
•

15% reduction by 2020 vs 2007 levels
30% reduction by 2030 vs 2007 levels
80% reduction by 2050 vs 2007 levels

Sidney Business As Usual GHG Emissions Forecast
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SEA LEVEL RISE
The Capital Regional District completed
a Coastal Sea Level Rise Risk Assessment
Report in 2015. It was developed to
support the CRD’s and local governments’
understanding of regional coastal
vulnerabilities to sea level rise. As part of this
project, analyses included mapping 24 focus
areas across the capital region vulnerable
to sea level rise. These maps have been

prepared for information purposes. For more
context about the maps and analysis, please
see the Capital Regional District Coastal Sea
Level Rise Risk Assessment Report.
The two maps shown below show a sea level
rise of 1.0m, which is expected to occur by
approximately 2100.

CRD Inundation Mapping

Tsehum Harbour
Sidney

Shoreline

HHWLT + 1.0m SEA LEVEL RISE
0 - 0.5
0.5 - 1
Depth in Meters

1 - 1.5
1.5 - 2
2 - 2.5
2.5 - 3
3 - 3.5
3.5 - 4
4+
Disconnected Areas

$

0

35

70

140
Meters

1 cm = 50 meters

Projection:
UTM Zone 10N, North American Datum 1983
Vertical Datum:
CGVD28

Date: 9/24/2014

Important: This map has been prepared for information purposes. The Capital Regional District (CRD) makes no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy, currency or completeness of this map or the suitability of the map for any purpose. The CRD disclaims all
warranties in connection with the map or suitability of the map for any purpose. The CRD will not be liable and has no obligation for any damage, loss or injusry resulting from the use of the map or information on the map.
For more context about the maps and analysis, including a description of the data and and methods used, please see the Capital Regional District Coastal Sea Level Rise Risk Assessment Report (2014).

CRD Inundation Mapping
South Sidney

Shoreline

HHWLT + 1.0m SEA LEVEL RISE
0 - 0.5
0.5 - 1
Depth in Meters

1 - 1.5
1.5 - 2
2 - 2.5
2.5 - 3
3 - 3.5
3.5 - 4
4+
Disconnected Areas

$

0

20

40

Meters

Projection:
UTM Zone 10N, North American Datum 1983
Vertical Datum:
CGVD28

Important: This map has been prepared for information purposes. The Capital Regional District (CRD) makes no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy, currency or completeness of this map or the suitability of the map for any purpose. The CRD disclaims all
warranties in connection with the map or suitability of the map for any purpose. The CRD will not be liable and has no obligation for any damage, loss or injusry resulting from the use of the map or information on the map.
For more context about the maps and analysis, including a description of the data and and methods used, please see the Capital Regional District Coastal Sea Level Rise Risk Assessment Report (2014).
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1 cm = 30 meters

Date: 9/24/2014

THE ROLE OF OCPS IN CLIMATE ACTION
The Town’s OCP will set out the framework for achieving a sustainable future in Sidney.
OCPs are by their nature high level documents in that they capture the goals and directions
for the entire municipality. Moreover, they provide necessary ‘teeth’ to policies in terms of
providing support and direction for future climate action related plans or strategies. As such,
it is important to ensure that the level of policy detail in the OCP is appropriate with regard
to climate action policy to provide clear direction while maintaining a high level, communitywide perspective.
At their best, OCPs provide the following from a climate action policy perspective:
•

•

Providing the necessary ‘teeth’
needed to see through climate
action policies and objectives (for
example, establishing community
GHG reduction targets and identifying
high level strategies for meeting those
targets).
Setting the Town up for needed future
work to address issues (for example,
providing language and direction to

•

undertake a Climate Action Plan or
Electric Vehicle Strategy).
Drawing clear policy linkages between
planning best practices and positive
climate outcomes (for example,
compact, walkable land use patterns
lead to multiple beneficial outcomes,
including lowering transportation GHG
emissions).

CLIMATE ACTION POLICY OPPORTUNITIES
Based upon the review conducted, there are several high level climate action policy
opportunities to explore in the OCP process related to buildings, land use, and
transportation. These opportunities are preliminary and based on an assessment of the
current policy context, identified gaps, and an understanding of appropriate policy content
to include in the OCP. Moreover, these opportunities are meant to initiate a discussion with
staff to identify the best path forward for climate action policy in the OCP.

LOW CARBON BUILDINGS – NEW CONSTRUCTION
The BC Energy Step Code is the primary
means through which local governments are
offered the authority to regulate energy use
in new construction, and in doing so work
to achieve their municipal climate targets.
The Step Code establishes measurable
energy efficiency requirements for new
construction, charting a path to net-zero
energy-ready performance by the year 2032.
It is understood that the Town has not yet
adopted the BC Energy Step Code.

Some local governments, acknowledging
that the Step Code is focused primarily on
energy efficiency and not specifically focused
on reduction of GHG emissions, have opted
to develop a low carbon pathway as an
alternative compliance path to Step Code
to more directly impact GHG emissions
reductions. This typically includes creating a
one Step relaxation for buildings that install
a low carbon energy system, such as an air
source heat pump.
Opportunity for OCP: providing policy
language supporting the adoption of the BC
Energy Step Code (including a low carbon
pathway) would be considered a best
practice, and would provide policy support
to an important future climate action in
Sidney.
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LOW CARBON EXISTING BUILDINGS
Existing buildings are the Town’s secondlargest GHG emitter, accounting for 34% of
the community’s total emissions in 2018.
Existing authority to encourage and/or
regulate GHG emissions in existing buildings
is generally limited to incentives for homes,
information and education campaigns, and
voluntary building energy labelling and
benchmarking programs. In addition to local
government efforts, the Province’s CleanBC
incentive program is targeting fuel switching
in buildings from fossil fuels to highefficiency electric solutions.
A number of local governments have stated
specific goals to shift a portion of their
existing building stock from fossil fuel space
and water heating to low-carbon energy
systems. Several local governments with a
relatively high number of oil heating systems,
have indicated that they intend to convert
100% of these systems to low-carbon energy
systems by 2030. They have also indicated
their intention to shift a proportion of
natural gas systems to low-carbon although
at a slower rate than oil heating systems. For
the time being, information campaigns and
top ups to the CleanBC incentive program
are the two most popular mechanisms for
encouraging these switches.
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Opportunity for OCP: establish goals to
transition Sidney’s existing building stock to
low-carbon energy systems over the next ten
years, providing policy language to develop
programs that align with efforts being
undertaken by the Province to accelerate
this switch.

LOW CARBON TRANSPORTATION
Transportation is the Town’s largest
GHG emitter, accounting for 56% of the
community’s total emissions in 2018.
Options for encouraging low carbon

transportation modes for residents should be
supported through the OCP process. Below
are some key opportunities to consider
through the OCP process.

Encouraging Low Emission Vehicles
Most passenger EV charging occurs at home,
and access to “at home” charging is a critical
factor determining whether households
will adopt an EV. Best practice for new
construction regulations is to require that:
•

•

One on-site parking space per single
family home, duplex, or townhouse
unit features an energized outlet
capable of providing Level 2 charging
(e.g., 240 volt charging) or higher.
100% of resident parking stalls in
new multifamily residential buildings
provide an energized outlet capable of
providing Level 2 charging (e.g., 240
volt charging) or higher to the stall.
None are typically required for visitor
parking.

Opportunity for OCP: including a policy
direction to conduct future work on
the issue, as EV requirements for new
construction are too detailed to be included
in an OCP. For example, include a policy to
undertake an Electric Vehicle Strategy for
the Town that identifies new construction
regulations, fleet management practices, and
public EV charging investment.

Encouraging Active Mobility
More people will choose to walk and cycle
when those options are safe, convenient,
fast and attractive. Supporting and/or
identifying active transportation networks
through the OCP process can encourage the
uptake of active transportation modes such
as walking and cycling. A compact land use
pattern also supports this goal, as it means
there are more opportunities for people to
be able to walk and bike to shops, services,
and amenities.

Opportunity for OCP: Including a policy
that makes a direct linkage between the
sustainable land use framework and climate
action. Often, residents are not aware of the
linkage between compact land use patterns
and GHG emissions reduction. The dialogue
that will be ongoing with the community in
support of the OCP offers an opportunity to
communicate that relationship to residents
and Council, and the inclusion of a climate
action policy supporting the land use
framework would solidify that linkage.

Supporting Transit
The BC Transit Future Plan for Victoria
identifies the Patricia Bay Highway as an
exclusive corridor in the Rapid Transit
Network. Investments in public transit
and supportive land uses can enhance
community-wide access to services,
employment, recreation and education.

Opportunity for OCP:Identifying
opportunities for supportive land uses and
creating linkages aligning with the BC Transit
Future Plan.
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Evaluating Parking Requirements
Communities across Canada (e.g., Edmonton,
Ottawa) and the United States are reviewing
parking requirements and making the
move to eliminate parking minimums, or in
some cases, establish parking maximums
for certain types of development. Parking
minimums can have negative impacts on
housing affordability, small business viability,
as well as walkability and transportationassociated GHG emissions.

Opportunity for OCP:Including a policy
direction supporting the evaluation of the
Off-Street Parking and Loading Bylaw, with
consideration of opportunities to remove
parking minimums and/or initiate parking
maximums in certain areas of the Town.
This move could be completed in certain
areas of the Town or for certain typologies
(e.g., removing parking requirements for
secondary suites), based on the resulting
analysis.

INTEGRATING CLIMATE RESILIENCE STRATEGIES
Addressing the climate change challenge
involves more than just preparing for the
changes to come. Effective climate action
requires both mitigation, or actions taken
to reduce the emission of GHGs into the
atmosphere, and adaptation, or actions
designed to reduce the negative impacts
of climate change and take advantage of
opportunities. A community’s capacity to
successfully weather and bounce back from
these kinds of negative climate impacts
is known as climate resiliency. More
specifically, resilience to climate change
includes climate change adaptation and the
ability of systems to anticipate, prepare for,
and respond to the adverse effects of climate
change.
A preliminary assessment of Sidney’s climate
risk indicates a number of hazards that
the town may face in increasing frequency
and severity over the coming years. These
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sea level rise and storm surge,
Extreme heat,
Droughts,
Wildfires and wife smoke,
Pluvial (urban) flooding, and
Severe storms and high winds
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Opportunity for OCP:Wherever possible,
Sidney’s OCP should look for opportunities
to increase the town’s climate resilience
through the different policies adopted.
Examples of policies that the OCP could
consider include:
•
•

•

•

•

Grow and carefully manage the urban
forest
Assess and restore the Town’s
watercourse and marine ecosystems
to become biologically diverse and
resilient
Promote the use of high-efficiency
heat pumps in new and retrofit
building projects so they can be used
for cooling during periods of extreme
heat and low air quality, in addition to
winter space heating.
Improve community capacity and
resilience following events by
increasing public awareness of climate
change, its expected impacts and how
the community can prepare.
Prepare for more limited water
supply over time and improve the
resilience of the existing water supply
infrastructure.

In addition to identifying more general
measures such as these, the OCP should also
consider setting up the development of a full
climate resiliency strategy for Sidney.

Next
Steps
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These major themes of the Official Community Plan update provide a framework for strong
direction over the course of this process. They will help define engagement topics and frame
policy discussions around the future of the community.
Once Sidney Town Council has received this report, Phase 1 of the process will be complete.
The start of Phase 2 has already begun, and will continue.

PHASE 2
Phase 2 will involve extensive community
Project Initiation &
engagement with residents, stakeholders,
Background Review
and the broader community. There will be
JUN-SEPT 2020
multiple opportunities to provide input and
feedback through a diversity of activities.
These will include:
•
•
•
•
•

A land use and built form charrette;
An online survey;
Focus group workshops;
In-depth “OCPizza Night” workbooks
for anyone to complete; and
Additional engagement hosted by
Sidney staff.

Once the engagement is complete, we’ll
summarize all the results in a Key Directions
Report that also provides initial policy
directions for the draft Official Community
Plan. Together, this information will be
presented to Council for consideration.
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Phase
1

Phase
2

Explore Options
SEPT 2020-FEB 2021

Draft the Plans
MAR-AUG 2021

Phase
3

Phase
4

Finalize the Plan
SEPT-DEC 2021

Appendices
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APPENDIX A:
CLIMATE ACTION POLICY
BEST PRACTICE REVIEW
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BEST PRACTICE REVIEW
In order to provide direction with respect to
best practices for OCP climate action policy
content, the following OCPs were reviewed for
climate action policies and relevance to Sidney:
•
•
•
•
•

City of Victoria OCP (2012)
City of New Westminster OCP (2017)
District of Squamish OCP (2019)
City of Abbotsford OCP (2016)
City of Kelowna (underway)

OCP Climate Action sections typically have
5 categories of policies. Each of these policy
categories are outlined below with example
policy text for each. As the Town undertakes
the OCP process and hears from the
community, it is recommended to consider
using these policy categories as a framework
for identifying potential climate action
policies and directions in the Sidney OCP.

POLICY CATEGORY 1 – CONTINUING TO SUPPORT OTHER LEVELS
OF GOVERNMENT AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WORKING ON
CLIMATE ACTION
Climate change is of course an issue that
extends beyond municipal boundaries,
and it is therefore important to identify
partnerships and support from neighbouring
municipalities and other levels of
government. In the Capital Region, in
particular, there is a strong network of
support for climate action from the CRD
and neighbouring municipalities. This
policy category identifies opportunities to

formalize partnerships with other levels
of government, such as the CRD and the
Province, to continue to make progress on
these issues.
An example policy to demonstrate this
category is: Continue to work with the
Capital Regional District on coordination and
integration of regional and local mitigation
and adaptation planning.

POLICY CATEGORY 2 – SETTING UP FUTURE CLIMATE ACTION
PROJECTS
Because OCPs are high level documents,
they cannot include all of the information
that would be included in other Town policy
documents. Instead, they can provide an
important policy support and direction for
undertaking projects that will set the Town
up for success in climate action. The OCP can
point to the important elements that should
be included in future projects, while also
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providing flexibility to that future process.
An example policy to demonstrate this
category is: Provide direction for climate
change mitigation and adaptation planning
and actions through the development and
regular update of a Climate Action Plan that
includes recommended implementation
actions and timelines.

POLICY CATEGORY 3 – DRAWING CONNECTION TO OTHER OCP
POLICIES, SECTIONS AND DIRECTIONS THAT SUPPORT CLIMATE
ACTION
It is important to draw linkages between
climate action outcomes and other
directions in the OCP, to create a holistic
document that speaks to an integrated
approach to sustainability and climate
action. Doing so also provides the
opportunity to highlight such linkages to
community members and Council, as they
may not be widely understood.

An example policy to demonstrate this
category is: Continue to promote the
reduction of community greenhouse gas
emissions through: the development of a
compact land use framework that supports
walkable and complete centres and villages;
supporting transit-oriented development;
and, developing active mobility networks.

POLICY CATEGORY 4 – SUPPORTING LOW CARBON BUILDING
POLICY ADOPTION
Because OCPs guide growth and change in
a community, they present an important
document for providing a framework and
creating linkages to development policies
and building bylaws.

An example policy to demonstrate this
category is: Develop an implementation
strategy for the BC Energy Step Code as it
relates to land use designations permitting
Part 3 and Part 9 buildings.

POLICY CATEGORY 5 – LINKING TO GHG REDUCTION TARGETS
While a detailed GHG emissions inventory
and long-term targets should be undertaken
separately as part of a Climate Action
Plan or Community Energy and Emissions
Plan, OCPs should include high level GHG
reduction targets in order to commit the
Town and community to achieving those
targets. Given that OCPs are enacted as a
bylaw and Climate Action Plans typically are
not, including such targets provide a stronger
commitment to such targets.

An example policy to demonstrate this
category is: The following target should be
considered in measuring progress towards
the plan’s climate change and energy
objectives: that greenhouse gas emissions
within Sidney are reduced by a minimum
of 80% below the 2007 levels by 2030 and
100% by 2050.
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CLIMATE PLAN BEST PRACTICE REVIEW
Given the rapidly changing environment of
community climate policies, a best practice
review was also completed for a number of
recent climate plans from leading mid-sized
BC local governments to help assess what
additional policies could be considered for
Sidney’s OCP. The following climate plans
were reviewed for this purpose:
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Victoria, Climate Lens (2019)
City of Victoria, Climate Leadership
Plan (2018)
Central Saanich, Climate Emergency
Response/Bold Actions (2019)
District of Saanich, Climate Plan (2020)
District of Saanich, Resilient Saanich
(2019)
District of North Vancouver,
Community Energy and Emissions Plan

•
•
•
•
•

(2019)
City of New Westminster,
Environmental Strategy and Action
Plan (2018)
City of New Westminster, Climate
Emergency (2019)
District of Squamish, Community
Climate Action Plan (2020)
City of Nanaimo, Climate Change
Resiliency Strategy (2020)
City of Vernon, Climate Change
Adaptation Action Planning (2020)

Some of the best practices identified from
this review are listed below under six
different categories: 1) Community GHG
reduction targets, 2) Existing homes and
buildings, 3) New homes and buildings, 4)
Transportation, 5) Waste, and 6) Resiliency.

COMMUNITY GHG REDUCTION TARGETS
•

•

Most climate plans included, at a
minimum, GHG reduction target
for 2030 and 2050, relative to 2007
emissions levels
2030 reduction targets ranged
from a 45% (Squamish and Central
Saanich) to 50% (Victoria and Saanich)

•

reduction from 2007 levels
2050 community targets include, a
100% reduction in emissions from
2007 levels (North Vancouver), “netzero emissions” (Squamish), “carbon
neutral” (Central Saanich), and “100%
renewable energy” (Saanich)

EXISTING HOMES AND BUILDINGS
•

•

•

100% of oil and propane home
heating is converted to heat pumps
by 2030 (Central Saanich, Saanich and
Victoria)
Implement fuel switching and
electrification retrofits in all buildings
(District of North Vancouver,
Squamish, Saanich)
Provide incentives to encourage fuel
switching to high efficiency heat

•
•

pumps (Victoria, Central Saanich,
Saanich)
Support and advocate for a building
energy benchmarking program
(District of North Vancouver, Victoria)
Develop and implement a
comprehensive home energy and
emissions retrofit program (Victoria,
Central Saanich)

NEW HOMES AND BUILDINGS
•
•

Aggressively adopt the Energy Step
Code (District of North Vancouver, City
of Victoria)
Adopt GHG targets to move towards
zero emissions new construction
projects (District of North Vancouver,
Victoria, Saanich)
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•
•

Provide incentives to build to higher
levels of the Energy Step Code (Central
Saanich, Squamish)
Encourage building materials that
store carbon and/or have less
embodied carbon (Squamish)

TRANSPORTATION
•

•
•
•
•
•

No/reduced minimum parking
standards and new maximum parking
standards (Victoria, District of North
Vancouver)
Develop/update an Active
Transportation Plan (Central Saanich,
Invest in safe and comfortable active
transportation (Victoria, Saanich,
Squamish)
Develop an Electric Vehicle Strategy
(Victoria, Central Saanich, Saanich)
Expand EV charge station network
(Victoria, Squamish)
Expand car share and ride hail services

•
•
•

(Victoria, Central Saanich, District of
North Vancouver)
Improve public transit within
municipality and regionally (Victoria,
Squamish)
Transition to a low-carbon fleet
(Victoria, Saanich, Squamish)
Policies and guidelines for residential
infill – to support community growth
and densifictionation that results in
walkable, compact, and complete
neighbourhoods (Central Saanich,
District of North Vancouver, Squamish)

WASTE
•
•
•

Sharp reduction in volume of organics
going to landfill (Victoria, Central
Saanich, Saanich, Squamish)
Increase volume of captured landfill
gas (Victoria, District of North
Vancouver, Squamish)
Reduce solid waste, minimize

•
•

waste production (Victoria, New
Westminster, Squamish)
Sharp reduction in consumer choice
materials (e.g., refrigerants, aerosols,
foams, equipment) (Saanich)
Improve waste diversion processes
(District of North Vancouver)

CLIMATE ADAPTATION
•

•
•
•

Plan and establish alternative or
on-site power supply to account
for increased interruptions due to
extreme events (various)
Ensure contingency reserves contain
an allowance for recovery from
climate-related events (Nanaimo)
Expand, connect and restore natural
areas (Saanich)
Prepare transportation infrastructure

•
•

to ensure that mobility is maintained
in a changing climate (Vernon)
Prohibit or limit hard shore protection,
instead explore green shores
strategies (various)
Review minimum flood construction
levels and incorporate the results
of regional sea level rise studies
(Nanaimo)
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